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Abstract
The dramatic events of the crisis have reignited debates on the independence 
of central banks and the scope of their mandates. In this article, I contribute 
to the normative understanding of these developments by discussing John 
Rawls’s position in debates of the 1950s and 1960s on the independence 
of the US Federal Reserve. Rawls’s account of the central bank in his 
property-owning democracy, Democratic Central Banking (DCB), assigns 
authority over monetary policy directly to the government and prioritizes 
low unemployment over price stability. I contrast DCB with Central Bank 
Independence (CBI), which requires that the central bank is independent of 
the government and pursues low inflation. I evaluate DCB by asking whether 
justice as fairness requires democratic control of the central bank and argue 
that it does not. Instead, so I argue, the choice between DCB and CBI should 
be justified in terms of the difference principle. By reflecting on central 
banking in a property-owning democracy, I cast new light on the Rawlsian 
realistic utopia of a just capitalist society, while also investigating democratic 
objections to today’s independent central banks.
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Introduction

In the decades leading up to the Global Financial Crisis of 2007 and 2008, 
countries around the world endorsed the ideal of Central Bank Independence. 
This ideal is motivated by the belief that monetary policy should first and 
foremost aim for a low and stable level of inflation. But, for reasons that I 
will review in more detail below, governments are thought to do best in 
achieving this goal if they leave monetary policy to an independent central 
bank.1 Spurred on by these ideas, governments in advanced capitalist econo-
mies started forfeiting on their formal and informal means of influencing 
monetary policy. Through diplomatic pressure and IMF conditionality, devel-
oping countries were often pressured into doing the same.2

The dramatic events of the crisis have reignited debates on the indepen-
dence of central banks and the scope of their mandates. The crisis led central 
bankers to take up a much more prominent role in economic policy making. 
They acquired new duties in regulating banks and new goals in safeguarding 
financial stability. They also came to pursue their price stability mandate by 
means of entirely new tools.3 But the dramatic expansion of the central 
bank’s roles did not give rise to new constitutional structures of democratic 
accountability.

Although many worry that central banks today are insufficiently demo-
cratic, debates on this topic take place in relative isolation from normative 
democratic theory. Philosophical work on central banking remains scarce and 
has focused mostly on substantive issues of justice, rather than democratic 
legitimacy.4 This article turns to one of the few philosophical texts that deals 
with the place of a central bank in a democratic state.5 While philosophers 
have noted that John Rawls features surprisingly often in public statements of 
central bankers, his comments on central banking have so far not been dis-
cussed.6 Reflecting debates on monetary policy and central bank indepen-
dence raging in the 1950s and 1960s, Rawls’s 1971 A Theory of Justice 
contains a sketch of the central bank in a property-owning democracy. 
Without explicitly rejecting CBI, Rawls suggests that final authority over 
monetary policy should remain in the hands of an elected government, which 
uses it to pursue low unemployment and to facilitate investment.7 This radical 
proposal, which I refer to as Democratic Central Banking (DCB), is the topic 
of this article. Interpreting and evaluating it allows me to investigate demo-
cratic objections to today’s independent central banks while also casting new 
light on the Rawlsian realistic utopia of a just capitalist society.

I do three things. First, I interpret Rawls’s account of the central bank. I do 
this by situating his views in the context of debates in the 1950s and 1960s on 
the independence of the Federal Reserve. I show that Rawlsian DCB 
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constitutes a striking departure from the status quo of the time, which is better 
described as an early instance of today’s ideal of Central Bank Independence 
(CBI). Second, I evaluate the case for DCB by asking whether there is a 
democratic reason to favour it over CBI. To this end, I distinguish two inter-
pretations of the principle of equal political participation, which lead to dif-
ferent conclusions. On an unrestricted interpretation, equal political 
participation requires that all political decisions are made by democratic 
institutions. From this perspective, which I attribute to Rawls, final authority 
over monetary policy should remain with elected governments rather than 
being delegated to the central bank. I put forward a range of objections to 
such a view and argue in favour of a restricted interpretation that permits 
central bank independence as a means for governments to realise economic 
justice. On this view, the decision on endorsing or rejecting CBI should itself 
be treated as a topic of democratic debate. In distinguishing these different 
visions of a property-owning democracy, I clarify Rawls’s account of the 
relation between economic democracy and justice. Finally, building on my 
reflections on the central bank in a property-owning democracy, I draw out 
the consequences of the discussion for contemporary debates on the future of 
CBI. I argue that central banks need renewed democratic scrutiny of their 
role, in particular their current narrowly defined price stability mandates.

The rest of the article is structured as follows. In the first section, I outline 
Rawls’s justice as fairness and explain how it provides a normative founda-
tion for the ideal of a property-owning democracy. In the second section, I 
introduce DCB through a discussion of the debates on the Federal Reserve in 
the post-war United States. I then show how DCB departs from the status quo 
of the times. After outlining Rawls’s views on central banking in a property-
owning democracy, I turn to the question of whether justice as fairness sup-
ports such a rejection of the status quo. In the third section, I discuss whether 
the singular pursuit of price stability is indeed incompatible with the differ-
ence principle. I then introduce the unrestricted interpretation of the principle 
of equal political participation and show that it is incompatible with CBI. In 
the fourth section, I propose an alternative interpretation that is compatible 
with both DCB and CBI and assigns a crucial role to the difference principle. 
I conclude by spelling out the implications of this view for today’s central 
banks.

My focus here will be on A Theory of Justice because this is where Rawls 
puts forward his views on central banking. My reading of Rawls is informed 
by his clarifications in Justice as Fairness, to which I will refer where appro-
priate.8 The discussion is limited to questions of domestic justice. The Law of 
Peoples refers to a “central bank,” but what Rawls means is more like an 
idealized version of the IMF and the World Bank.9
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Democracy and Political Economy

Rawls’s ideas on central banking are formulated in the context of his account 
of a just capitalist society. My emphasis here will be on the democratic 
dimension of the political economy outlined in A Theory of Justice.

Rawls’s theory of justice, justice as fairness, is a normative theory for the 
major social and political institutions of a society (its “basic structure”). The 
application of that theory to a society takes place in accordance with a four-
stage sequence.10 The most famous stage is the first, known as the original 
position, in which the parties deliberate on the most fundamental questions of 
justice behind an encompassing veil of ignorance. They do not know their 
own conceptions of the good life, what sort of institutions their society will 
have, or their society’s “natural circumstances and resources, its level of eco-
nomic advance and political culture.”11 Their knowledge is limited to the 
circumstances of justice, which are basic social facts that motivate the very 
need for a theory of justice such as the scarcity of resources, limited altruism, 
and the need for social cooperation.12 In later stages, more information 
becomes available to the parties so that they can settle increasingly fine-
grained political questions. The stages, of course, are not actual historical 
periods in the development of a society. Rather, they offer different perspec-
tives from which the question can be asked whether institutions meet stan-
dards that all citizens can reasonably be expected to endorse.

Justice as fairness holds that deliberation amongst the parties in the origi-
nal position will lead them to agree on two principles. First, the liberty prin-
ciple, according to which “each person is to have an equal right to the most 
extensive scheme of equal basic liberties compatible with a similar scheme of 
liberties for others.”13 The basic liberties consist of civil liberties such as free 
speech and freedom of conscience as well as political liberties that guarantee 
the ability of citizens to take part in the political process. The second princi-
ple, which does not have a name, holds that:

Social and economic inequalities are to be arranged so that they are both (a) to 
the greatest expected benefit of the least advantaged and (b) attached to offices 
and positions open to all under conditions of fair equality of opportunity.14

These principles have a lexical ordering in the sense that the conditions to 
satisfy the first principle take priority over those of the second principle and 
clause (b) is to take priority over (a).15 In Part I of A Theory of Justice, Rawls 
argues for his claim that these principles would be agreed on under the ideal-
ized conditions of the original position.
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In Part II, Rawls moves to the application of his theory to the design of 
institutions. In the second stage of the four-part sequence, called the “consti-
tutional convention,” the parties set out to discover what institutions can ful-
fil the two principles. In the constitutional convention, the parties are still 
largely behind the veil of ignorance but they know enough about how indi-
viduals will operate within a given constitution to protect basic civil liberties 
and ensure that political institutions distribute power fairly.16 The parties do 
not know what particular political views they will have so as to ensure that 
institutions are sufficiently democratic. In this context, Rawls argues that the 
parties will agree on a principle of equal political participation, which holds 
that where there is sincere disagreement over what justice requires, decisions 
should be made by democratic institutions.

On Rawls’s account, the principle of equal political participation goes 
beyond a merely formal prohibition of laws that hinder certain groups of citi-
zens from taking up positions of power. Such equal opportunity for political 
office is covered by part (b) of the second principle. Political liberties have a 
special status in that the constitution must be organized so that citizens have 
a roughly equal ability to take part in the political process.17 In accordance 
with this principle, majority voting is the default option for the distribution of 
political power: “If minority rule is allowed, there is no obvious criterion to 
select which one is to decide and equality is violated.”18

Rawls argues that the parties can allow for certain exceptions to this rule, 
but, in accordance with the priority of liberty, only to protect political liberty 
itself or one of the other basic liberties. For example, a constitution can be 
used to delay decision making and thereby compel a majority to make a more 
“considered and deliberate decision.”19 Judicial review is to have a role in 
protecting the civil liberties and in particular the rule of law. Even plural vot-
ing, where some votes count more than others, or forms of epistocracy are 
allowed where it can be shown to lead a better overall protection of rights. 
Rawls also briefly sketches how the device of deliberation behind a veil of 
ignorance can be used to test the permissibility of limitations to equal politi-
cal participation. The only thing that is not permitted, as Rawls repeatedly 
makes clear, is to justify such exceptions with reference to economic and 
social benefits.20

His emphasis on democratization allows Rawls to make far-reaching 
claims about the economic institutions that justice as fairness requires. For 
Rawls, economic institutions should be democratized over and beyond the 
freedoms offered in both existing forms of state socialism and welfare state 
capitalism. The term democracy, which takes a backseat to discussions of 
justice and liberty in the preceding chapters, appears prominently in his dis-
cussion of political economy. The socialist economy compatible with justice 
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as fairness is a form of democratic socialism. Rawls’s version of capitalism 
is, following James Meade, a property-owning democracy.21 These issues of 
political economy can be settled in Part II of A Theory of Justice exactly 
because they are treated as a matter of protecting liberties and not in terms of 
economic distribution.

As will be important for interpreting his remarks on central banking, the 
priority of liberty leads Rawls to assign a prominent role to democratic insti-
tutions in regulating the economy of a property-owning democracy. But eco-
nomic policy itself is only decided on in the third, legislative stage. Here, 
justice as fairness is applied by the legislators who act within the constitu-
tional structures designed in the constitutional convention.22 Rawls argues 
that decision making in this stage will depend on “speculative political and 
economic doctrines and upon social theory generally,” on which there will be 
“reasonable differences of opinion.”23 Thus, for Rawls, rather than making 
economic justice into a matter of constitutional rights, economic policy is left 
to elected governments who make policies in accordance with and with the 
aim of realizing the second principle; “maximizing the long-term expecta-
tions of the least advantaged under conditions of fair equality of opportunity, 
subject to the equal liberties being maintained.”24 In the fourth stage, judges 
and bureaucrats, as well as ordinary citizens, apply and interpret the laws.

In discussing the property-owning democracy, Rawls hopes to show that 
justice as fairness can be realized in an idealized capitalist democracy that is 
neither identical to, nor entirely unlike, the 1950s and 1960s United States. 
One of the features that distinguishes a property-owning democracy from 
welfare state capitalism is that property is not concentrated at the top of the 
wealth distribution. The aim of a property-owning democracy is to “disperse 
the ownership of wealth and capital, and thus to prevent a small part of soci-
ety from controlling the economy and indirectly political life itself.”25 Small 
firms can be owned by individuals, but the ownership of large firms is distrib-
uted more widely over society.

The property-owning democracy is not only meant to do better in meeting 
the difference principle than welfare state capitalism. Rawls argues that the 
economic institutions of a property-owning democracy are also crucial for 
securing the political liberties. In a society of extensive economic inequali-
ties, Rawls argues, poor citizens will over time lose real influence over politi-
cal procedures. Therefore, property-owning democracy is compatible with 
justice as fairness, whereas welfare state capitalism is not. But even sympa-
thetic readers question whether welfare state capitalism is indeed incompati-
ble with political equality.26 As Martin O’Neill argues, it is unclear how 
political equality would be threatened in a version of welfare state capitalism 
in which political institutions are sufficiently shielded from economic 
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interests.27 The connection between individual ownership and political power 
is simply too contingent on further institutional conditions.

In the following, I will ask whether arguments premised on political equal-
ity have more bite when used to criticize the institutions of economic gover-
nance typical of welfare state capitalism. Rawls takes his principle of equal 
political participation to be incompatible with any concentration of power in 
the hands of a closed elite. State socialism centralizes power over the econ-
omy in the planning bureau, which leads Rawls to reject state socialism. But 
power over the economy can be concentrated in a capitalist economy, even if 
legal ownership is widely dispersed. The idea that a particular branch of gov-
ernment would be outside of democratic control yet still exercise consider-
able power is entirely foreign to the democratic ideals that inform Rawls’s 
political economy. A striking example of such undemocratic power concen-
tration in the US post-war era is the Federal Reserve, which already in the 
1950s and 1960s set its monetary policy without accepting instruction from 
the Treasury. It is therefore not surprising to find some reflection on central 
banking in A Theory of Justice.

Democratic Central Banking

I will now outline Rawls’s conception of the central bank in his property-
owning democracy, which I refer to as Democratic Central Banking (DCB). 
To situate Rawls’s remarks about central banking in their intellectual and 
historical context, it is important to first consider the Federal Reserve of his 
day.

The constitutional powers of the Fed were a topic of fierce debate in the 
decades preceding the publication of A Theory of Justice. Article one of the 
US Constitution gives Congress the power to “coin money, regulate the value 
thereof.” McCulloch vs Maryland (1819) interprets this article as extending 
to the printing of bills. With the Federal Reserve Act of 1913, Congress del-
egated this power to the newly created Federal Reserve system. This indepen-
dent agency was initially led by twelve regional Reserve Banks whose 
presidents were elected by the commercial banks who are members of the 
system. These presidents all made their monetary policy largely independent 
of each other, until 1932, when Congress created a special committee, the 
Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC), that was given the responsibility 
of maintaining convertibility of the dollar to gold and act as lenders of last 
resort to the banking system.28 From then on, five of twelve Presidents of the 
regional Reserve Banks serve on the FOMC on a rotating basis. They are 
counterbalanced by the Board of Governors that consists of seven board 
members who are appointed by the President and confirmed by Congress.29
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After the war, the Truman administration sought to transfer control over 
the Fed to the Treasury with the aim of supporting investment and public 
borrowing. The Fed board and the banking sector resisted these efforts, in 
favour of using monetary policy for the pursuit of low inflation under the 
authority of the FOMC.30 They were ultimately successful when the Federal 
Reserve regained its statutory independence through the 1951 Accord 
between the Federal Reserve and the Treasury. Truman subsequently 
appointed the negotiator on the side of the Treasury, William McChesney 
Martin, as Chair of the Board of Governors, but, against Truman’s expecta-
tions, Martin turned out to be a conservative central banker. Today, Martin 
is best known for his claim that the Fed should take the punchbowl away 
just when the party gets started.31 He used his power within the FOMC to 
pursue a policy of tight money, stating in his 1951 acceptance speech that 
inflation posed “an even more serious threat to the vitality of our country 
than the more spectacular aggressions of enemies outside our borders” and 
committed himself to “support all reasonable measures to preserve the pur-
chasing power of the dollar.”32 Martin held his position as Fed Chairman 
until 1970, and under his leadership the Fed sought to keep inflation low, 
while acting independently of and at times in conflict with the aims of the 
Treasury.

The power of the Federal Reserve remained a topic of debate throughout 
the 1960s. A prominent role in these debates went to Congressman Wright 
Patman (D-Texas), who from 1963 served as chair of the House Committee 
on Banking and Currency. In 1964, he organized a congressional hearing on 
the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of the Federal Reserve Act featuring 
prominent economists such as Milton Friedman, Abba Lerner, and Paul 
Samuelson, as well as Fed board members and other economic policy mak-
ers. The hearings provide a good insight into the debates on monetary policy 
going on at the time of writing A Theory of Justice. As Rawls kept up with the 
economic ideas of his time, it is almost certain that he was aware of these 
debates and that they are reflected in his views.33

First, there is considerable debate on the relative merits of fiscal and mon-
etary tools, reflecting deeper ideological divides over the effectiveness of 
markets and governments in allocating economic resources.34 Second, there 
were questions concerning what monetary policy, if there was to be any, 
should aim for. Should it aim for economic growth, full employment, or price 
stability? To what extent were there, as emphasized by Lerner and Samuelson, 
trade-offs between these various aims?35 Third, there was a debate over the 
implementation of monetary policy. Should it target short-term interest rates, 
long-term interest rates, or the quantity of money?36 Finally, while all agreed 
that day-to-day operations should be left to experts, there was debate over 
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who should have the final authority over monetary policy. Opposing existing 
central bank independence, Samuelson testified

Whatever may have been true in a few countries for a few decades in the 19th 
century, there can never be a place in American life for a central bank that is 
like a Supreme Court, or 1831 House of Lords—truly independent, dedicated 
to the public weal but answerable for its decisions and conduct only to its own 
discretion.37

Even if monetary policy was to be left to the Fed, should it be decided by the 
present FOMC or, as repeatedly proposed, should monetary policy be taken 
from the privately elected Presidents and left entirely to the Fed board mem-
bers?38 On this topic, Patman stated:

It disturbs me to think that the private banks, with an ax to grind, with a special 
interest in money, the volume of money and interest rates, should be represented 
on boards to determine these questions for the whole country.39

An entirely different option, championed by Milton Friedman and other 
economists at the University of Chicago, was to make the Fed subject to an 
explicit rule for money growth because, in Friedman’s words, “money is too 
important to be left to central bankers.”40 Friedman promoted this structure as 
being more democratic because it ends all central bank discretion.41

Many of the objections to central bank independence raised in the hear-
ings of 1964 invoke ideals that also inform the Rawlsian vision of a property-
owning democracy. The independent political position of the Fed in the 1950s 
and 1960s does not fit well with the ideal of political equality, let alone policy 
making by unelected bankers, and it could, therefore, be expected that Rawls 
addresses the topic head-on. Yet, his discussion of a property-owning democ-
racy contains no explicit objections to the independence of the central bank. 
This omission of more critical comments concerning the status quo is not 
unique to the issue of central banking. In his later writings, Rawls has repeat-
edly expressed regret that his early writings do not make clear how the insti-
tutions of a property-owning democracy differ from those of welfare state 
capitalism.42 It is with this in mind that we should interpret Rawls’s com-
ments on monetary policy.

In his most explicit passage, Rawls points directly to the need for demo-
cratic control over interest rates and the volume of investment. Addressing 
the traditional tools of monetary policy, he writes:

In conformity with political decisions reached democratically, the government 
regulates the economic climate by adjusting certain elements under its control, 
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such as the overall amount of investment, the rate of interest, and the quantity 
of money, and so on.43

In some sense, according to Rawls, decisions on monetary policy are to be left 
to democratic institutions. It is not immediately clear from this passage how the 
required democratic decisions relate to the role that it ascribes to the govern-
ment in setting monetary policy. First, there is a question of whether the demo-
cratic control at issue is that of the legislature or that of the executive. As the 
independent Federal Reserve’s powers derive from laws passed by Congress, it 
acts in conformity with decisions that have been reached democratically. But 
this cannot be what is meant because the passage ascribes a more direct role to 
the government in regulating the economic climate. The legislature is not in 
any meaningful sense in “control” of interest rates and quantities of money nor 
able to “adjust” them to “regulate” economic conditions. Rather than legisla-
tive authorization, the type of control at issue is one of executive action.

The second question is whether Rawls thinks of the executive as the 
administration or whether he could not (also) refer to an independent central 
bank. In the 1950s and 1960s, the presidential administration was not in any 
meaningful sense in control of monetary policy. Decisions on the rate of 
interest and, thereby, the quantity of money were left to the FOMC in confor-
mity with a mandate decided on by Congress, but day-to-day operations are 
not under the control of elected officials. As I showed in the previous section, 
the idea of economic policy made by an unelected branch of government is 
foreign to the political system of a property-owning democracy. Majority rule 
serves as the default, and exceptions cannot be justified in terms of economic 
and social benefits.

Where Rawls talks about monetary policy set by a government, he will 
thus have had in mind elected government rather than an independent central 
bank. This is the first, and most striking, feature of DCB: Monetary policy in 
a property-owning democracy remains under the control of elected officials.

Rawls also touches on monetary questions in his discussion of the stabili-
zation branch of government. Drawing on Richard Musgrave’s 1959 The 
Theory of Public Finance, Rawls divides the roles of the government into 
four functionally differentiated components of government economic policy. 
The stabilization branch of government

strives to bring about reasonably full employment in the sense that those who 
want work can find it and the free choice of occupation and the deployment of 
finance are supported by strong effective demand.44

This passage bears on DCB in two ways. First, it provides further support for 
the reading already proposed. In introducing the idea of a branch, Rawls 
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leaves open the possibility of further differentiating various bodies within the 
government that are responsible for achieving a given policy aim.45 It is then 
telling that his description of the stabilization branch omits reference to any 
functional differentiation between the central bank and the treasury.

Second, more importantly, the discussion of stabilization also brings out a 
further distinctive feature of DCB. Instead of price stability, the primary aims 
of the stabilization branch are to reduce unemployment and stimulate invest-
ment. It is on this choice of aims that the difference principle can be thought 
to bear on central banking. Traditional justifications of a price stability man-
date focus on its economic benefits.46 By keeping inflation low, the central 
bank facilitates an efficient allocation of economic resources. But achieving 
these benefits comes at a cost. To maintain price stability, the central bank 
raises interest rates to stop economic growth early in the business cycle in 
anticipation of rising inflation. The central bank does this irrespective of 
whether the economy has already achieved full employment. Rather, the pur-
suit of price stability is achieved, at least in the short run, at the expense of 
some of the unemployed.47

Since the unemployed have a good claim to being some of the least advan-
taged members of a capitalist society, the pursuit of price stability through 
involuntary unemployment raises a potential conflict with the difference 
principle. I will return to this issue in the following.

A Democratic Critique of Central Bank 
Independence

In criticizing the Federal Reserve of the 1950s and 1960s, Rawls takes aim at 
an early pioneer of the ideal of Central Bank Independence (CBI).48 Today, 
most central banks around the world meet the two demands that inform this 
ideal. First, as an independent institution, the central bank does not receive 
direct instructions from the government in setting interest rates. Instead, the 
central bank has a more or less explicit mandate for achieving specific mac-
roeconomic outcomes. This mandate is interpreted by the central bank’s 
board or an independent committee. Second, an important aim of monetary 
policy is price stability, which is achieved when prices develop along a trajec-
tory that involves a minimal level of inflation. The central bank should pur-
sue these aims even if they conflict with other macroeconomic priorities set 
by the government. Accordingly, there are two aspects of the central bank in 
Rawls’s property-owning democracy that conflict with CBI. First, under 
DCB the central bank uses monetary policy to pursue a full employment 
policy and support investment even at the expense of some inflation. Second, 
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final authority over monetary policy remains with the government. I will now 
explore whether these features can be defended against CBI from the per-
spective of justice as fairness.

Consider first the aims of monetary policy. To show that the stabilization 
branch of monetary policy should prioritize full employment over price sta-
bility, it must be the case that this is to the benefit of the least advantaged. 
Rawls’s emphasis on employment was widely shared amongst Keynesian 
economists of the time and it is also an important part of Meade’s version of 
a property-owning democracy.49 With the rise of Milton Friedman’s monetar-
ism, however, these ideas became much more controversial.50

According to Friedman, there is a “natural” rate of unemployment, 
which is the level of unemployment that is compatible with long-term price 
stability.51 Should a central bank attempt to bring unemployment below the 
natural rate, so Friedman argues, the benefits will only be transient. Full 
employment allows wages to rise, which in turn raises consumer prices. 
The higher price level will depress demand and bring unemployment back 
to its initial level. Now, by itself, transient improvements to unemployment 
are to be preferred over permanently high unemployment. But, according to 
Friedman, firms and workers will over time come to expect the inflationary 
effects of monetary policy. In response, they will simply raise prices to 
anticipate expected inflation, thereby, offsetting even the short-term bene-
fits. Thus, “there is always a temporary trade-off between inflation and 
unemployment; there is no permanent trade-off. . . . A rising rate of infla-
tion may reduce unemployment, a high rate will not.”52 As a consequence, 
setting monetary policy to reduce unemployment below the natural rate will 
not even be to the long-term benefit of the unemployed.

Monetarism remains very influential in central banking practice today. 
Those who believe that there is a natural rate and, crucially, that the stabiliza-
tion branch of government will have a good idea at what level it is to be 
found, need not see any conflict between the practice of inflation-targeting 
and the difference principle. The stabilization branch, so they could argue, 
should aim to keep unemployment at, but not allow it to rise above, the natu-
ral rate. Doing more will not benefit the unemployed in any non-transient 
way and merely serve to bring about higher levels of inflation.

Those who reject these ideas, as economists increasingly do (and as evi-
dence suggests they should), or even those who doubt the ability of central 
bankers to establish the natural rate (which was Friedman’s own position) 
will find it difficult to justify achieving price stability through involuntary 
unemployment.53 It clearly goes against the difference principle to sacrifice 
the well-being of those who become unemployed merely to benefit the 
already well-off. Moreover, an inflation-targeting monetary policy creates 
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downward pressure on wages, which increases economic inequalities.54 This 
conflicts with the avowed aim of a property-owning democracy, which is to 
reduce the tendency towards inequality already inherent in a capitalist econ-
omy. The crucial issues here, however, are all very contested and largely 
empirical in nature so I will not explore them further. But, as will be impor-
tant going forward, they are exactly the type of topics that, according to 
Rawls, are to be decided by legislators rather than outside the political domain 
by constitutional rules.

The fact that there is likely to be severe disagreement over monetary 
policy serves to illustrate the crucial importance of the political procedures 
that govern monetary policy. This is a topic on which Rawls had a lot more 
to say and it brings us to the second feature of DCB, which is the demand 
that final authority over monetary policy should remain in the hands of 
elected officials. An obvious place to look for a moral justification of DCB 
is Rawls’s principle of equal political participation, which holds that “all 
citizens are to have an equal right to take part in, and to determine the out-
come of, the constitutional process that establishes the laws with which they 
are to comply”.55

Whether the principle of equal political participation is itself enough to 
justify DCB over CBI depends on how the principle is interpreted. On an 
unrestricted interpretation, the principle prohibits any constitutional con-
straints that unduly limit the powers of elected governments or the ability of 
citizens to influence and participate in the political process. The unrestricted 
interpretation of the principle of political equality does allow for some con-
straints on political liberty but, as a consequence of the lexical ordering of the 
two principles, limits cannot be justified with reference to economic or social 
benefits. Rather, the only permissible considerations are those that invoke 
either civil or other political liberties. Using the device of the original posi-
tion, Rawls’s test for the permissibility of a constraint on political liberty is 
whether the limitation could be accepted by those with the most constrained 
ability to participate.56 To limit political liberty, it must be shown that

the less extensive freedom of participation is sufficiently outweighed by the 
greater security and extent of the other liberties. . . . At no point is there a 
reference to compensating economic and social benefits.57

On an unrestricted reading, every constraint on the exercise of political power 
must have a role in securing other political and civil liberties. In the next sec-
tion, I will contrast this interpretation with a restricted interpretation, where 
limits are permissible if they are themselves decided through the legislative 
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process. Here, I will first show that the unrestricted interpretation is incom-
patible with the independence of the central bank.

By delegating the authority over monetary policy to an independent commit-
tee, CBI limits the ability of citizens to participate in making economic policy in 
at least three ways. First, positions in central bank boards are generally open to 
a very narrow subset of the population.58 This is not an essential feature of CBI, 
but it is a direct consequence of the fact that boards of independent central banks 
do not need to reflect the electorate that they represent. Instead, appointments to 
positions of political power result from a bureaucratic procedure internal to the 
government. Second, CBI limits the political liberties of voters because they 
have no say over appointments. Board members are neither directly elected nor 
readily replaceable by citizens. For these two reasons, central bank deliberation 
may reflect views of justice that are only held by bankers and bureaucrats rather 
than those of the wider society. CBI also constrains the power of institutions that 
are accountable to citizens. CBI bars the executive from using monetary policy 
tools to support its own policies. Under certain conditions, the central bank may 
even use its power to directly offset economic policies that it deems incompati-
ble with its aims in lowering inflation.

Commonly used justifications of CBI focus on economic outcomes to 
limit democratic control over the money supply. Consider arguments that 
invoke the idea of a political business cycle. In the run-up to elections, so the 
argument goes, governments use monetary policy to increase the economic 
output irrespective of what would be the most optimal long-term use of the 
money supply. From the early 1980s onwards, economists invoke manipula-
tion of the money supply to connect democratic control of the central bank to 
undesirable levels of inflation. Central bank independence, in contrast, is 
meant to protect monetary policy from political interference and thereby real-
ize better economic outcomes. But the priority of liberty precludes invoking 
better economic outcomes to limit the political participation of citizens. Such 
limitations can only be justified if it can be shown that, as Rawls puts it, “the 
inequality of right would be accepted by the less favoured in return for the 
greater protection of other liberties that result from this restriction.”59

Are there considerations in favour of central bank independence that invoke 
political liberty? One possible line of argument focuses on the powers that are 
at the disposal of governments under CBI. To some extent, fiscal and monetary 
policy can have similar macroeconomic effects. As governments retain control 
over fiscal policy, their ability to pursue a certain level of macroeconomic sta-
bilization is not impeded. But even if this is partially true, the equivalence does 
not hold in its entire generality. As a consequence, governments and those who 
vote for them will unavoidably have less influence over economic policy when 
they cannot use monetary policy tools. Strict priority of the first principles 
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precludes any trade-off between political participation and economic benefits, 
even if such benefits are overwhelmingly on the economic side.

A second set of arguments links CBI to democratic values of accountabil-
ity and transparency, but the institutional link they invoke is tenuous.60 
Independence, so it is argued, hinders governments from using the money 
supply for their own electoral interests. A government that controls the cen-
tral bank can use monetary policy to its electoral advantage, with negative 
effects only materializing in the long run. For example, in 1971 President 
Nixon instructed the Fed to stimulate credit with an eye to his own re-election 
campaign of 1972.61 Even if abuse of the money supply can indeed under-
mine the accountability of governments to voters, it is not clear that the best 
way to prevent this is independence. First, if the problem of inflation-bias is 
understood to lie in covert use of monetary policy, independence is not 
required to prevent it. The real problem is a lack of transparency, which can 
also be addressed by adapting procedures. For example, the Norwegian gov-
ernment needs to inform parliament whenever it instructs the central bank.62 
Moreover, independence may not even solve the problem as an independent 
central bank can still secretly pursue policies that support election campaigns. 
Second, when inflation-bias persists even under transparent policies, CBI 
does not serve to realize political liberty but rather limits it. Under DCB, vot-
ers can freely decide whether they support inflationary policies in the same 
way as they can judge other economic policy choices. Instead, independence 
is simply meant to exclude the electorate or elected politicians, who are 
deemed less competent in setting monetary policy than central bankers. That 
is clearly not a consideration of political equality.

Central bank independence also finds no obvious justification in the over-
all scheme of civil liberties that it secures. To defend CBI against an objection 
premised on an unrestricted reading of the principle of equal political partici-
pation, it would need to be shown that even though CBI sets limits to that 
liberty, this limitation is outweighed by more important civil liberties. But 
there is no clear connection between any of the civil liberties that Rawls dis-
tinguishes and central bank independence. Central bank independence limits 
the ability of the government to influence monetary policy and thereby limits 
the political liberties of citizens that elect it. This is incompatible with an 
unrestricted interpretation of the principle of political participation and the 
priority of liberty.

Political Equality and Central Banking

So far, I have emphasized the radical implications of the liberty principle 
for existing institutions of central bank independence. These implications 
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are premised on an unrestricted interpretation of the principle of political 
equality. I will now question this interpretation and argue for a very differ-
ent view, which does not require that the final authority over monetary 
policy remain with elected officials. Rather, on the restricted interpreta-
tion, securing an equal ability to participate in the political process merely 
requires that the decision to delegate monetary policy is made by elected 
officials.

Part II of A Theory of Justice tests the plausibility of justice as fairness. 
Through a detailed exploration of the institutions of a property-owning 
democracy, it shows that the two principles of justice are “a reasonable 
approximation to, and extension of, our considered judgments.”63 This can-
not be done through the device of the original position alone but requires 
assumptions about human nature and the tendency of citizens to comply with 
social rules. Thus, depending on the type of society in which they are applied, 
the principles of justice will require different institutions.

In pursuing a project of ideal theory, Rawls asks whether his principles fit 
what he describes as a well-ordered society, which is a society where “every-
one accepts and knows that the others accept the same principles of justice, 
and the basic social institutions satisfy and are known to satisfy these prin-
ciples.”64 This is important in the following because it means that the legisla-
ture of a well-ordered society is assumed to do its best in finding out what the 
principles of justice require of monetary policy.65 To evaluate the principle of 
political participation, we must ask whether the institutions it prescribes are 
plausible approximations of our considered views on what justice requires in 
the specific context of a well-ordered society.

I have shown that there is a clear conflict between the unrestricted inter-
pretation of the principle of political participation and CBI. Where principles 
and considered judgments turn out to conflict, this can lead to revising either 
the principles or the institutions we take to follow from them. In this way, 
Part II is meant to develop a reflective equilibrium of principles and institu-
tions that live up to those principles. Accordingly, a conflict between justice 
as fairness and CBI should not automatically lead us to reject existing institu-
tions. Further reflection can, of course, reveal that CBI is mistaken and that 
we should revise our ideas of what a central bank should be. But it is also 
possible that it leads us to revise how we understand justice as fairness. I will 
now argue that we should indeed reject the unrestricted interpretation of the 
principle of political participation.

The first thing to consider in evaluating the unrestricted interpretation are 
the arguments that count in its favour. Rawls believes that the principle of 
political participation follows from the set-up of the original position itself. 
Parties in the original position are assumed to have what he refers to as a 
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“sense of justice”; the ability to decide on fair terms of social cooperation. In 
the original position, the parties know that they will be placed in a society 
having a sense of justice, but they do not know what their personal view will 
be. Seeking to maintain the relations of mutual recognition that characterizes 
the original position, they will, according to Rawls, “transfer” the fundamen-
tal equality of competing conceptions of justice to actual political institu-
tions.66 Rawls provides a further justification of democratic rule by connecting 
it to the social bases of self-respect. Without self-respect, according to Rawls, 
“nothing may seem worth doing, or if some things have value for us, we lack 
the will to strive for them. All desire and activity becomes empty and vain, 
and we sink into apathy and cynicism.”67 Even if we accept this general 
empirical claim, it provides no support for accepting the unrestricted inter-
pretation of the principle of equal political participation. On this interpreta-
tion, the principle requires that there are no limits at all to political participation 
but it is difficult to see how that could be required to secure the social bases 
of self-respect. Consider the case of central bank independence: It seems very 
unlikely that the decision of governments to delegate monetary policy to an 
independent central bank deprives individuals of the ability to value their 
own life choices.

The second thing to consider in evaluating the restricted interpretation is 
whether it indeed constitutes the most plausible way of thinking about the 
democratic ideal itself. The four-stage sequence leaves controversial deci-
sions on how to realise a fair distribution of socio-economic benefits to the 
legislative stage. It is here that an elected government applies the difference 
principle to social and economic topics where “judgment frequently depends 
upon speculative political and economic doctrines and upon social theory 
generally.”68 The discussion of monetarism has served to illustrate that the 
priority of price stability is such a topic. Other questions concerning the 
design of a central bank also fit this category, including the decision over 
democratic control or independence, which suggests that these topics too 
should be left to the legislature.

The question of how to design a central bank is indeed controversial and 
its answer will depend in important measure on the weighing of contested 
empirical evidence. As I already discussed, some defenders of CBI draw on 
the political business cycles literature. But delegating monetary policy to 
unelected officials can also be thought of as a means of signalling a credible 
commitment to the price stability objective. Even if a government intends to 
pursue such a policy, it can find it difficult to convincingly signal its commit-
ment. An independent central bank that is bound by a mandate for price sta-
bility can make a government’s commitment more credible and thereby 
create self-fulfilling expectations. This argument will continue to apply in a 
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well-ordered capitalist society since expectations would remain crucial to the 
future path of economic development. Defenders of CBI can also argue that 
a democratic government will fail to make effective use of monetary policy. 
Consider the views of former FOMC member Alan Blinder:

politicians in democratic—and even undemocratic—countries are not known 
for either patience or long time horizons. Neither is the mass media nor the 
public. And none of these constituencies have much understanding of the long 
lags in monetary policy. . . . Knowing this, many governments wisely try to 
depoliticize monetary policy by, e.g., putting it in the hands of unelected 
technocrats with long terms of office and insulation from the hurly-burly of 
politics.69

Although Blinder defends CBI for reasons that are traditionally cited by 
opponents of democracy, the traits of human nature that he refers to cannot 
be assumed to disappear in a well-ordered property-owning democracy. 
Blinder questions the patience and time horizons of those who participate in 
political deliberation, as well as their expertise. It is of course possible that 
in a sufficiently idealized society, these vices will simply disappear. Such a 
degree of idealization, however, is not that of Rawls, who still holds on to 
the methodological requirement that we take as given, “persons’ moral and 
psychological natures and how that nature works within the framework of 
political and social institutions.”70 The complexities of day-to-day policy 
making can be thought to induce a myopia that technocrats with a special-
ized mandate do not have. Knowing this, a legislature may believe that the 
best way to achieve its economic policy objectives is to delegate monetary 
policy to an independent central bank. Similarly, their own broad responsi-
bilities might limit the expertise of elected officials concerning the transmis-
sion of monetary policy.

The different arguments in favour of CBI are, of course, not uncontrover-
sial, but they do show that a good case can be made that independence ben-
efits the least well-off. CBI, I take it, is a view that is “within the range of 
those that could reasonably be favoured by rational legislators conscien-
tiously trying to follow the principles of justice,” and therefore a topic where 
“[w]e must rely on the actual course of discussion at the legislative stage to 
select a policy within the allowed bounds.”71 Although it is controversial 
what design of the central bank the difference principle requires, it is exactly 
for engaging in this kind of controversy that governments are elected in the 
first place.

Once it is recognized that the debate over central bank independence fits 
the domain of legislative decision making, it becomes clear that even those 
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who oppose independent central banks may have qualms with an objection 
premised on political equality. Indeed, objections to the current status quo 
tend to be motivated, at least in part, by considerations of economic justice.72 
For such critics, it can make perfect sense for a democracy to make its central 
bank independent if it thereby realised fairer economic outcomes. Critics 
simply believe that independent central banks do less well, or at least not 
obviously better, in setting monetary policy. Similarly, supporters of prop-
erty-owning democracy may fear that focusing on its democratic credentials 
simply undersells the product. Meade, for one, invokes considerations of jus-
tice rather than political equality in laying out his case for a property-owning 
democracy.73

Conclusion: Central Banking Today

Taking these considerations into account, I conclude that the principle of 
equal political participation should not be taken to require that all political 
decisions should be made by elected officials. Rather, the independence of 
the central bank should itself be seen as a part of economic policy made in the 
legislative arena, where inclusive deliberation can draw on competing politi-
cal and economic doctrines. What matters in evaluating CBI is that the dis-
tributive consequences of the central bank’s mandate are properly justified 
and that delegation takes place in accordance with adequate democratic 
procedures.

What does that mean for central banking at the current historical juncture? 
From the perspective of the unrestricted interpretation, CBI was always 
already insufficiently democratic and recent developments merely exacerbate 
these issues. Parliaments cannot provide central banks with legitimacy 
merely by periodically reviewing their mandates. The restricted interpreta-
tion, in contrast, guides our attention towards the fact that the past decade saw 
dramatic changes to central bank practice but few legislative changes to cen-
tral bank mandates.

The discussion so far suggests two distinct lines of critique of central 
banking today. First, it serves to bring out a crucial role for economic justice. 
For Rawls, central bank independence should be justified as part of a system 
of political economy that is to the greatest benefit of the least advantaged. 
Even from the perspective of a less demanding egalitarian standard, the mon-
etarist ideas that continue to inform central bank mandates have not with-
stood the test of time well.74 It is currently far from clear that central banks 
should indeed narrowly focus on price stability. If this is to remain the over-
riding priority of monetary policy, a justification is needed that is different 
from previous monetarist accounts.
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Second, the discussion serves to put the onus on politicians to review man-
dates and justify the distributive consequences of central bank policies. This 
means, first of all, that it should be possible for the legislature to revoke 
independence or, at the very least, revise mandates. This is difficult to recon-
cile with the current status of the European Central Bank, for example, whose 
mandate is part of an intergovernmental treaty and not open to revision by 
national parliaments nor, in large part, open to revision by the EU legislature. 
The US Congress and other parliaments with more formal powers, however, 
have also largely refrained from revising central bank mandates. This is strik-
ing since central bankers have a range of new tools that were not in any way 
envisaged at the time that their mandates were drafted.

Both lines of critique converge in suggesting that rather than complaining 
that unelected officials do too much, we should worry whether elected offi-
cials do enough. Discussion of central banking is now largely confined to 
central bankers and cognoscenti in banking and policy circles. Given the 
myriad of changes to the practice of central banking in the past decade, more 
inclusive debates are long overdue.
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